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Abstract
According to the characteristics of the map images, a practical data compression system was introduced in this paper. The main idea of this system is
to segment the map image into two images: long-line
image and the rest short-line image. For the first
one, we use the cubic spline interpolation method
to compress it; for the other image, we use arithmetic coding. It is proved by the experiments that
the system is practical, simple and has increased the
compression ratio by about or more than 200 percent for most of the map images, comparing to the
traditional arithmetic coding method.
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Introduction

As the images always require large amount of data
storage, it is very important to find an efficient data
compression method to reduce the storage memory
or the transmission time.
The traditional approaches for compressing binary images are mainly based on the entropy and
noiseless, such as the Huffman code, run-length code
and the arithmetic code [I], which can't obtain high
compression ratio. There have also been several
good papers from the standpoint of facsimile data
compression of a document page [2],[3] , but in
this paper we will consider the compression method
mainly for the purpose of reducing the storage memory.
As the map image is a mixture of long lines, characters and other complex images, we use a hybrid
coding according to the different images in this paper. It turns out to have better performance than
the traditional methods. The following sections describe the whole compressing system in detail.
In the following sections, we suppose that the
background pixels are 'O's, the objects are 'l's, and
,the scanned image is saved in a reduced-data form
(each pixel is one bit) .
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images. In the compressing process, the scanned
image was segmented into long-line image and the
residue short-line image after the pre-processing and
object extraction. For the long-line image, we first
sample some points to represent the lines then use
arithmetic coding to encode it; for the residue, it is
encoded by arithmetic coding. In the reconstruction
process, we use cubic spline interpolation to finish
the curve fitting after arithmetic decoding for the
compressed long-line image, then combine it with
the other decoded image to form the whole reconstruction image.
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Figure 1: The block diagram of the compressing system

System Overview

The block diagram of Fig. 1 describes the basic
elements of the data compression system for map

The pre-processing includes three process: image smoothing, filtering and thinning. The image

smoothing and filtering is mainly to delete the spurs,
holes and other noise of the scanned image so that
the image
can be more accurate. The
- segmentation
thinning processing is to turn the thick lines into
single-pixel lines, so that we can follow the lines and
extract them from the source image. In this paper, we use the two templates shown in Fig.S(a) and
Fig.2(b) to delete the spurs and the holes respectively. To delete the lone noise pixels, we use the
improved median filtering especially for the binary
image.
We use a morphology-based thinning algorithm in
this system which can be described as the following:
Let X is an image matrix, for the square meshes,
we use L and L' which are shown in Fig. 3 and their
90' 's turnings.

Figure 2: The templates for image smoothing:(a)template for deleting spurs,(b) template for
deleting holes,'X' is an arbitary pixel.
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Figure 3: Square meshes for image thinning,'X' is
an arbitary pixel.
The thinning algorithm is:
Step 1: Y e X . L . L' ;
Step 2: Turn the L and L' by 90' , Y c Y .L .L',
until they have turn 360'
Step 3: If X = Y , then the algorithm ends, else
go to Step 4;
Step 4: X + Y , return to Step 2.
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Object Extraction

To segment the image correctly, the objects which
have many pixels.must be extracted as the short-line
image first. The steps of it can be described as the
following:
Step 1: Begin the pixel extracting;
Step 2: Check one of the inside pixels which have
not been scanned, if it is 'O', return to Step 1;
Step 3: If the top, bottom, left or the right pixel
of it is 'O', return to Step 1;
Step 4: Else save the pixel in the short-line image
and delete it;
Step 5: If all the inside pixels have been scanned,
go to Step 6, else go to Step 1;
Step 6: End the pixel extracting.

After the processing, all the pixels in the big objects have been saved in the short-line image.
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Image Segmentation

The image segmentation is an important part of
the compressing system. In this process, we use edge
following algorithm to extract the long lines and save
the residue in the short-line image. The image segmentation algorithm is :
Step 1: Delete the pixels which have been followed, search the first pixels to be followed, and save
the coordinates of it a t the same time;
Step 2: Search the next &neighbor pixel which is
'1' and save its coordinates until the present pixel is
an end-point ;
Step 3: If it is a break-point, search the next
break-point, go t o Step 2;
Step 4: Else return the length of the line L and
compare it with the threshold T , if L > T save the
line in the long-line image, else save it in the shortline image;
Step 5: If the whole original image has not been
scanned, go to Step 1; else end the program.
Thus the original image is separated into two images.
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Line Sampling and Curve Fitting

For the long-line image, we sample some special
points to represent the lines for the purpose of data
compression. In this paper, we use the enhanced
strip algorithm (ESA)given by J. Roberge for the
line sampling. Please look up [4] for the details of
the ESA.
In the reconstruction process, we use cubic spline
interpolation to make the curve fitting from the Sampled points. The detail of the algorithm is given in
151.
.It proved by the experiments that the line Sampling and curve fitting algorithms can achieve a high
degree of data reduction but producing an accurate
representation for even the most complex curves.
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Arithmetic Encoding and Arithmetic Decoding

To compress the sampled points and the residue
image, we use the arithmetic coding of which an excellent review was presented by Langdon [6]. Details of the implementation are discussed by Witten
et al.[q.The universal data compression system contains two parts: modeling part and coding part. In
the modeling part, we use a 10-pixel template to set
up the conditioning classes. The model we use in the
system is an adaptive finite state machine (FSM)
model which is more efficient than the stationary
FSM. The arithmetic coding is noiseless which can
reduce the distortion of the reconstruction image.
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Image Combining

When the long-line image has been fitted and the
short-line image has been decoded, we can combine
the two images and form the whole reconstruction
image. It is implemented only by adding the two
reconstructed images.
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Experimental Results

We use four different map images ( Images 1 to
4, shown in Fig.4 - 7 ) to test the data compression
system , all the images are 1024(1024 and input by
the scanner. In the experiments, the threshold of
long lines T used in image segmentation is 40; the
deviation DEV and extention factor EF used in line
sampling is 1.0 and 6.0 respectively. The results are
shown in Table 1. The reconstruction images are
shown in Fig.8 - 11.

Table 1: Comvarision of compression ratios with traditional arithmetic coding
I Scanned 1 Size I Traditional 1 After
A

Figure 5: Original scanned image 2 ( 1024 x 1024 )
pressing system involves segmentation of a map image into a long-line image, which is encoded by line
sampling; and into a short-line image, which is encoded by arithmetic coding. The experimental results indicates that the system is practical, simple
and can improve the compression ratio by about or
more than 200 percent for most of the map images
, comparing with the traditional arithmetic coding
method. The system is especially efficient for those
images with many long lines.
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Figure 6: Original scanned image 3 ( 1024 x 1024 )

Figure 7: Original scanned image 4 ( 1024 x 1024 )

Figure 10: Reconstruction image 3 ( 1024 x 1024 )

Figure 8: Reconstruction image 1 ( 1024 x 1024 )

Figure 11: Reconstruction image 4 ( 1024 x 1024 )
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